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Libertarians Manning the Only Life Raft
If you listen carefully amidst the drumbeats of war and partisan demands for
‘more government’, you’ll hear the faint, but unmistakable demand to protect the
inherent rights and freedoms of the next American generation. Alone on the only
life raft the proud Libertarian stands up for what is right, honest and just. Both
the Republicans and the Democrats have long since abandoned their Libertarian
principles of absolute individual equality only to drown in a sea of socialism.

“Bind down the government
with the chains of the
Constitution.”
Thomas Jefferson
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Libertarians don’t do demographics — why would they if all individuals are to
be treated equally by government? We celebrate diversity in individuals and
ideas — that’s what any society needs to thrive. I’d submit that Republicans and
Democrats both try to divide the population up into groups, pit them against each
other…and then offer to mediate. That’s politics.
Naturally, when the selfless principles of a grand and greater cause are pitted
against the selfish pull of political power, principles are not just pushed off to the
side, they are disparaged and misrepresented. For instance, if you listen to the
Republicans or the Democrats, Libertarians are ‘pro’ drug use, prostitution, Wild
West gunplay or even educational ignorance. The truth couldn’t be further from
their assertions. Let’s make this clear; Libertarian philosophy is NOT ‘pro’ anything except individual freedom, period. It is a philosophy that is staunchly ‘antiprohibitionist’; it’s a philosophy that screams, “Leave me alone, government!”
Libertarians fight diligently to simply be left alone by government as long as
they don’t harm another person their property or their rights. They forward the
principles that founded and prospered this incredible nation, and adherence to the
rule of legitimate law. That would be the Constitution, for all the Republican and
Democrat readers.
So why do politicians of all stripes from Bill Clinton to George Bush and most
of our local politicians claim to ‘lean’ Libertarian. Simple answer, to attempt to
gain the moral high ground, but they are lying.
When Ronald Reagan told me I was not a Republican, I was heartbroken. After
all, I was from New Hampshire…and I grew up in a Republican household.
When he told me I was a Libertarian, I thought he was calling me names. Then
he eloquently explained, “You won’t compromise on principle, and you hold government to the same standard of moral accountability as you would an individual”. To this day I’d say, “And the problem is what?” The Great Communicator
(Continued on page 2)
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“Foreign aid might
be defined as a
transfer of money
from poor people in
rich countries to rich
people in poor
countries.”
- Douglas Casey,
Classmate of
Bill Clinton
at Georgetown
University
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set me on an irreversible path to strive to be worthy of the moniker of being called,
“Libertarian”.
Libertarians enjoy the highest levels of intellectual and educational achievement by
far because to become a Libertarian, that individual had to actually take an interest,
then study the philosophy and finally to make a conscious choice to leave the next generation the only legacy of any value — individual liberty.
In all of my travels, only one person has even suggested that she wanted more government in her life. The rest, once they find out what we stand for, loudly say, “Me, too”,
when we speak of our desire for a return to respect for our individual freedoms. So
why don’t we hear more about Libertarianism? Because the mainstream press has
cowed to pressure from Republicans and Democrats to keep us out of public debate and
to minimize our effect of gaining political support among the uneducated masses—the
mushrooms of the world. They’re playing just the drummer’s track and still calling it a
Beatles song. Don’t buy the album—it’s fraud.
Still, freedom persists, but be warned by the words of JFK: “Those who make peaceful resistance impossible, make armed revolution inevitable”. Only Libertarians try to
head off the inevitable.
Copyright of the author © 2004

“Talk is cheap ...
except when
Congress does it.”
-Unknown

Truth In Advertising

by Barry Hess

Scene opens, fade in from black. Camera comes into focus on a young man as he
heads down the stairs to the living room where he turns on the television.
Dialog: “I’ve heard all the scare tactics and my parents warnings that if I smoke pot,
it won’t be long before I’m sticking needles in my arm and wind up hooked on Heroin.
They say if I smoke pot that I’ll never do anything with my life, and I’ll be supporting
gang violence and terrorism”.
He points the remote at the television.
Dialog: “So why don’t I believe them? Because I know people who have smoked pot
and it didn’t seem to have any effect on what they’ve done with their lives, like this
guy.”

“What this country
needs are more
{Direction: Every time character refers to television, he clicks the remote control.}
Unemployed
politicians.”
Flash to TV screen to reveal Bill Clinton.
- Edward Langley, Monologue: “Or him,”
Artist (1928 1995)
(Continued on page 3)
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"People and nations are
forged in the fires of
adversity."
John Adams

(Continued from page 2)

Flash to George Bush.
Monologue: “Or him,”
Flash to Thomas Jefferson.
Monologue: “Or him,”
Flash to Al Gore.
Monologue: “Or him,”
Flash to Dick Mahoney.
Monologue: “Or him,”
Flash to George Washington.

"The grim fact is that
we prepare for war
like precocious giants
and for peace like
retarded pygmies."
Lester Pearson

Monologue: “Or him,”
Flash to me. (I’m not too proud)
Monologue: “Or him”
Flash to Arnold Schwartzenegger.
Monologue: “Or her”
Flash to Janet Napolitano.
Dialog: “I wish my parents and these stupid commercials would just be honest.
Don’t the idiots behind this propaganda realize that we young people know the
truth? Why don’t they just say they don’t want us to smoke pot, and leave it at
that? ---Maybe then we’d have some respect for them. The lies just make us want to
see what it’s like for ourselves. What makes it ‘cool’ to use drugs is that our parents
and their government are willing to lie to us about it. They just don’t ‘get it’”
{Voiceover: “When adults and politicians take responsibility for all of their choices,
including their alcohol and prescription drugs, maybe our children will pay attention”.}
{Direction: Fade to black.}
(Continued on page 4)

"The meat of the
buffalo
tastes the same
on both sides
of the border."
Sitting Bull
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"There’ll be a
growing disparity
between economics
and politics. An
economy that grows
so rapidly is
intractably global.
On the other hand,
the current
political system is
intractably
national. So there
is a growing
dichotomy between
a global economy
and locally based
politics."
- Walter Wriston

"Join in the new
game that's
sweeping the
country. It's called
"Bureaucracy"
Everybody stands in
a circle. The first
person to do
anything loses."
- Anonymous

Now that would be an honest commercial.
Who knows but that the recent drug controversy still swirling around famed radio personality, Rush Limbaugh, may just have some good effect after all. It may just present
the perfect opportunity to finally have an honest public discussion about drug use/
abuse—what it is, and what it is not. And we finally have to acknowledge that just because a drug has the stamp of approval from some government agency does not make it
any better, or more acceptable than those available from unidentified ‘street’ sources.
Our objective should be to teach our children to not put any drugs into their bodies
unless there is some real and compelling reason to do so.
I don’t believe it’s any of my (or your) business what Mr. Radio decides to do to, or
put into his body. If we’re ever going to convince our children that drugs and alcohol
are not good choices, we have to be willing to set the example. It’s about personal responsibility. The very idea of a drug being socially acceptable just because a boughtand-paid-for (by the drug companies) FDA ‘approves it, is patently absurd. In fact, being a responsible parent means turning your back to government altogether when it
comes to raising your children, including their education, but that’s another commentary. Look what we’ve done. Think of the lives we’ve ruined by turning to the police
or the judicial system to try and force our youngsters away from drugs! The economic
effects of having a police record are devastating to the rest of your children’s lives.
We simply can’t afford to continue to let bureaucrats in government ruin the lives of
our children.
A lot of uninformed people have the wrong impression of Libertarians because we
seldom bother to correct the idiotic thoughts forwarded by the socialist/Democrats and
the fascist/Republicans. We know that both the Republicans and Democrats deliberately lie and say that we are ‘pro’ drugs. In fact Libertarians have the lowest incidence
of drug use by far of people associated with political ideological philosophies, and incidentally, the highest educational/intellectual levels. For the record, the Republicans are
up the scale from us (in drug use), and the Democrats up the scale from them, and to be
a Greenie, I think it’s a prerequisite.
So let me make it clear, Libertarians are NOT ‘pro’ drug, we ARE anti-prohibition.
We know that free people completely own themselves, and nobody, no matter how
large a group they may represent (EVEN if it were everybody else in America—but
you), nobody, has the right or authority to tell you what you can do to, or put into your
body. And each of us is responsible for our actions, at all times. Do you see the distinction?
That having been said, I was compelled to compose this commentary because of the
ridiculous commercials I’ve seen on TV that forward lies and make really insulting
(Continued on page 5)
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statements. They encourage drug use with false statements like, “You’re supporting
terrorists” because even the dumbed-down, government-educated children realize
that more oil money funds terrorism than anything else, yet no one dares say “Don’t
drive--oil products fund Al Queda”.
Next in line on my nonsense scale are the ones that say, “In a recent study, 1 in 3
drivers tested had marijuana in their bloodstreams”, yeah right. They forget to tell
you that the ‘study’ consisted of 3 subjects, and it was…right after a Grateful Dead
concert (I know, I know…). Oh, and they forget to mention that having traces of
THC in your bloodstream means next to nothing considering the effects (if you have
some good stuff) last only a few hours, but minute traces stay in your bloodstream
for up to a month. That’s a real honest commercial, uh huh.

"We may not imagine
how our lives could be
more frustrating and
complex -- but
Congress can."
Cullen Hightower

Probably the most pathetic is the one where a couple of guys in a car full of smoke
having an attack of the munchies are at a fast food drive-thru window. As they pull
away, a small child pedals in front of the car. The viewer is led to conclude that
somehow the drivers being stoned was going to lead to the child being hit. That’s
just plain silly. The first thing that came to my mind was, what kind of lousy parent
let that little kid loose? And didn’t the parents teach the child to ride safely, meaning not in front of cars? If there were fault to be found in that scenario, 99% would
have been the irresponsible parents, and the other 1%--the kid. Don’t mistake me,
I’m not defending anyone who drives under the influence of anything, but I am insulted at the sophomoric attempts to blame every heart string puller on the ‘bad
thing’ (in this case pot) of the day—and so are our youngsters.
I recall for my college peers (in the 70s), one of the favorite movies to watch
stoned was a classic called “Reefer Madness”. Produced by the federal government,
it too intoned that you’d become a murderer, a murderee, or would be raped by marijuana-crazed madmen if you smoked pot. Oh Hep me, Hep me I’m a’goin’ cwazy
on the pot! Oy, vay!
In fact, the only crimes committed, as a direct result of smoking pot is that of ‘icebox’ raiding or maybe crashing out in a bad spot on the floor. An ER nurse I was
talking to recently asked me to guess how many times they had to put a pot smoker
back together after they had been injured in an accident. I said 5%. She said, not
even once. Then she volunteered that every day the drunks kept killing others and
themselves. So is alcohol a drug, or what?
But not all of the propaganda commercials drive kids to want to smoke pot. There
are one or two that are ‘spot on’, in my humble opinion. The ones I actually like are
the ones entitled,” The Enforcer” and the like. Whoever wrote them was thinking
clearly. The parent characters are taking charge of their children, not overly freaking-out or calling the cops into a family matter. They are putting their parentally re(Continued on page 6)

"With Congress, every
time they make a joke
it's a law; and every
time they make a law
it's a joke."
Anonymous
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"Bureaucracies are
designed to
perform public
business.
But as soon as
a bureaucracy
is established,
it develops an
autonomous
spiritual life
and comes
to regard
the public as
its enemy."
- Brooks Atkinson

"A committee is a
cul-de-sac down
which ideas are
lured, and then
quietly strangled."
- Robert Katz
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sponsible feet down and laying down the (family) law to the children in their charge.
They put the responsibility of keeping kids off drugs back on the parents where it belongs.
In fact, gangs and terrorists (famously including the CIA) do profit handsomely by
selling drugs. This is only possible because of the “Drug Pricing Enhancement Acts”,
also known (erroneously), as “The War on Drugs” doesn’t stop drug use, it actually encourages it. My dad used to say, “If you want to see Barry do something…tell him he
can’t”. But isn’t that the way it has always been with adolescents? Dad has true insight into the psyche of a young mind.
The truth is, street drugs are now some seven times more available to our children
than they were to those of us who grew up in the “Drug Culture”, and BEFORE there
was a “War on Drugs”. If there is/was a Drug War, we aren’t losing, we’ve lost, horribly and shamelessly. It’s futile, like trying to stop war by making bullets illegal. Prohibition always creates desire and a huge opportunity to make money for those willing
to do so.
Just as ending alcohol prohibition de-funded the bootleggers of old, so will ending the
devastating effects of the pretend drug war. By not making such a big deal of them,
kids tend to lose interest.
But ending the ‘drug war’ is not all that we need to do if we are to stem the tide we, as
parents now face. And it will take some time. Primarily, we are just going to have to
get back to responsible parenting. And that means we’ll need more time away from
work to put into our families. Does my constant harping on eliminating the income tax
begin to make some more sense now? Just by doing the right thing and eliminating the
income tax, an enormous number of parents now forced to work will afford themselves
the ability for one parent to stay home and tend to the most important people in the
world.
Sadly our horribly mis-guided government drug policy leaves homemade drugs completely untaxed, and unregulated. Now when I say unregulated, I mean there are NO
controls or even a sensible requirement for full disclosure what-so-ever.

“A patriot must
always be ready
to defend his
country against
his government.”
- Edward Abbey

How’s about we use our heads and respect the right of each individual to do to or put
into their body whatever they choose, but let’s hold them responsible for their actions
and use it as an exacerbating circumstance rather than as a mitigating circumstance.
And don’t mistake me. There are serious consequences to using drugs, and I know
that, but laws against them have only served to encourage their use. Think about the
stupid commercials that encourage drug use, like the “Purple Pill” commercials we
have all become familiar with (and I still don’t even know what it is). The only differ(Continued on page 7)
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ence is that the ones granted a monopoly get to make the drug companies rich.
How’s about we require ‘full disclosure’ from anyone selling any kind of drug
(including drug companies), and let each individual make informed decisions as to
what is, or is not, good for them? With the Internet, we have the technology.
If we were to allow open and competitive drug markets, we would quickly de-fund
the terrorists, and the drug gangs and they’ll quietly away. “Poof” the end of gang
violence. Why else do you suppose that the ones most vehemently against ending this
‘modern day’ prohibition are those who profit by them (illegal and legal)? And
they’re the ones with enough money to buy a slew of politicians.
“If it’ll save only one life…” is the catch phrase we hear today, but we don’t mean it.
If we did, virtually all of the prescription kickback drugs would be pulled from the
market (of course, they’d just show up on the black market if people had any actual
use for them). Think about RU-486 that recently killed two teenage daughters. What
aren’t publicized are the many hundreds of other deaths that you’ll never hear about.
If we believed what we have said, it’d have been pulled from the market—wouldn’t
it? Instead, it’ll soon be available over-the-counter. That’s what highly paid lobbyists
can do for the drug companies. These girls are ‘acceptable losses’ when it comes to
profits.

"The much hyped
leaders debates are
just a political black
hole that consume
time, money, energy,
resources, staff and
adrenalin, and
rarely produce
anything other than
a mush tie, allowing
all the spin doctors
to claim a phony
victory.”
Rod Love,
Canadian Alliance
campaign strategist

Prohibition leads to new and ever more dangerous drugs. When I was growing up
there were maybe six different drugs available, and that was it. There was Heroin (for
the outcasts and the lost), speed (for truckers and college students trying to pull a few
more minutes from the day) acid (for the freakey-freakies), downers (for the nervous
or high-strung) and Pot…for everybody else. And that was it, with no market pressure
for more. Now look what your drug war has done.
Did you know, that even without any kind of regulation, some 3,800 people died last
year as a result of using ‘illegal street drugs’, but over 200,000 people died using
‘legal’ (prescription) drugs under doctor’s care? It’s pretty amazing what the power of
suggestion will do….or the pressure for corporate profits.
What about Ritalin or Prozac? That’s the real drug problem we face with the next
generation. We tell our kids they have to take ‘this’ drug…but not that one. Hummm.
That stupidity just doesn’t compute to a young mind.
And while we’re at it let’s be truthful about this ‘gateway’ propaganda. All people
who use Heroin fairly can be said to have smoked pot, but that doesn’t make pot a
‘gateway’ drug, considering less than .001% (1 in a thousand) of those who have
smoked pot ever use any other kind of (street) drug. The statistics showing alcohol as
a gateway to harder drugs presents a far more compelling case.
(Continued on page 8)

"The time to take
counsel of your fears
is before you make
an important battle
decision. That's the
time to listen to
every fear you can
imagine. When you
have collected all the
facts and fears and
made your decision,
turn off all your
fears and go ahead."
Gen. George Patton
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“Our God and
soldier we alike
adore.
Even at the brink of
danger; not before;
After deliverance,
both alike requited.
Our God's
forgotten, and
our soldiers
slighted.”
- Francis Quarles
(English poet) 1632
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If we are to rid ourselves, and our society of the scourge of drug use, we simply have
to abandon the Clintonian postulate, “If its not illegal, it must be moral” and Ashcroft’s
“If it’s illegal, it can’t be moral”, ridiculous. Remember who made them illegal, politicians who don’t have any more sense, or morality than the average Joe on the street,
maybe less. The perception of having ‘power’ will lead to wielding it. That’s why I
keep telling you these phonies we’ve elected suffer from the “Little Hitler Syndrome”.
As a nation, we have the highest percentage of incarcerated people. And 60-70% are
non-violent drug users. So the public gets to pay for pot smokers (legal expenditures,
room, board and medical care, and their families welfare, food stamps, medical care
and education) as we destroy the nuclear family in the process. Is it any wonder that
prison bureaus are the fastest growing segment of government?
I think it’s silly for the taxpayer to have to pay in excess of $1 Million dollars just because one person decided to smoke a joint one day, do you?
Let’s stop all this false advertising, and just tell our kids the truth. Common Sense
would suggest that the most effective way to get drugs out of the headlines and out of
their bloodstreams, is to get back to teaching our children that they should respect
themselves by not putting chemicals into their bodies.

"Treaties, you see,
are like girls and
roses: they last
while they last."
- Charles de Gaulle

Copyright of the author © 2004

Who Ya Gonna Call?

By Barry Hess

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

That to secure these Rights, governments are instituted among Men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed.”
So states the American Declaration of Independence—probably the single most significant and unique document ever divined by civilized men. This was a group who
possessed intellectual depth, certainty, compassion, commitment, forethought and precision of language that has yet to be duplicated in the last two hundred plus years.
"A man who thinks
of himself as
belonging to a
particular national
group in America
has not yet become
an American."
- Woodrow Wilson

Maybe that’s why I am always dumbfounded when I hear or read anyone suggesting
that ‘we’ Americans should be ‘like the rest of the world’ in some way or another.
Such nonsense ranks right up there with supposedly intelligent politicians repeatedly
saying ‘we’ (Americans) live in a ‘Democracy’. In just this last election, of the 6 or 7
presidential candidates who were on enough state ballots to mathematically win either
or both, the electoral or popular vote, only two repeatedly insisted that America is a democracy. Can you guess which two they were? I’ll give you a hint; the only two the
news media bothered to cover, and one of them is a reigning President.
(Continued on page 9)
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A ‘democracy’ was considered by America’s Founding Fathers to be the single
‘most vile form of government’, called ‘tyranny of the majority’ because a
‘democracy’ is the epitome of a socialist’s utopia. Such a system of government operates on the premise that somehow--mysteriously, a majority possesses a magical trump
card that can override or ‘vote away’ the ‘certain unalienable Rights’ of each ‘equal’
individual in the minority. Scary thought: Sometimes a ‘majority’ only means all the
idiots are on the same side.

"Never
underestimate the
power of world
domination!"
1st Lt. Rekve's
solution to all the
problems in the
world.

Such a vulgar thought should greatly disturb each and every thinking person who
knows that our singular ‘social obligation’ is to protect the unalienable Rights of the
next generation, and more so, every parent who honestly loves their children. ‘Un-alien-able’, means just what it says. Pay attention to the ‘un’ part.
As the document that defined America clearly states, the singular purpose of our particular government is to protect the individual Rights and property of each Citizen
from force and fraud. There is not, and has never been, any other national government
with such a clear directive—so how could we possibly ‘be like any other nation on
Earth? Why did/do you let a reigning President (or his Democrat rival) get away with
misrepresenting America as a ‘democracy?
Our government is charged with protecting each of us (as individual equals) and our
property from illegitimate force and fraud. So what is that individual supposed to do
when both offenses have been and continue to be inflicted upon them by America’s
government itself?
It is the government itself that steals its Citizen’s property through deadly force claiming authority under something called a “1040 Tax” (no such tax is even found in the
tax code), “Asset Forfeiture” (a clear deprivation of a Constitutional mandate requiring Due Process of Law), a “Death Tax” (Can your government really claim a vested
interest in your demise?), and a private “Property Tax” (How can you own something
that can be ‘taxed’ out from under you?).

“One of the
serious problems in
planning the fight
against American
doctrine,
is that the
Americans do not
read their manuals,
nor do they feel any
obligation to follow
their
doctrine…”
From a
Soviet Junior Lt's
Notebook

Where do these mysterious ‘powers’ come from? The Declaration and our national
charter are clear—they don’t exist. To claim that they do is nothing short of fraud…
deception by a bureaucracy. We are living under the same tyranny that led to this
world’s greatest revolution way back in the 1770s.
What can you or I do about it? Remember that ‘forethought’ thing I mentioned earlier? I’m telling ya the Framers, in their tight little knickers, were a brilliant lot. Let’s
read on from that Declaration that changed the world;
“That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive to these ends
(protecting individual Rights), it is the Right of the People to alter or abolish it…”
(Continued on page 10)

"Army: A body of
men assembled
to rectify the
mistakes of
the diplomats."
Josephus Daniels
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"Unless every man
is trained beforehand
in peacetime for that
role in war,
one has only people
who bear the name of
the business without
knowing how to
practice it".
- Fredrick the Great
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Frederick Douglas is credited with saying, “The limits of tyranny are defined by the
endurance of the oppressed”.
The limits of my ‘endurance’, and that of a fast-growing number of ‘the People’,
has long since run out—how about yours? Do you really love your children
enough to stand up for their Freedom and fix the problem before they are forced to
a bloody revolution?
Barry Hess is Vice-Chair of Arizona Libertarian Party as well as a past and prospective gubernatorial candidate. He can be reached at BarryHess@Earthlink.Net
Copyright of the author © 2004 – All Rights Reserved
No Reproduction without Written
Permission

A Note From the Editor
With this issue, we mark the one year anniversary of the
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Newsletter! It has been a tough year and there were times when it didn’t seem as
though this newsletter would survive, but with the Creator’s help, it did!
We now have another site where you can access the newsletter. Please visit and
let us know what you think. http://patriot_perspective.latest-info.com
We continue to offer our sincere appreciation to our friend and compatriot Brian
at Dream Link Online for offering us a location to house the archives of the

Patriot Perspective Newsletter! We know our readers will support Dream
Link as they offer some great specials for dial-up and web hosting with thousands
of local access numbers.
We are always on the look-out for contributors. You’ll notice that in this issue,
the first three articles are by Barry Hess. He will be joining us as a regular contributor and I look forward to having him with us. I know you will also.

Do not forget that we would like our readers to send us an email and let us know
Please tell Brian you what you think. About anything. If you don’t mind being quoted, we may include
read about Dream your post in the next issue. Send comments to patriot_perspective@myway.com
Link Online in the
If anyone knows who the author is of TEN TIPS ON HOW TO LIVE IN
THE NEW WORLD ORDER, which you’ll find on page 11, please let us
know so that we may give them credit!

Patriot
Perspective
Newsletter

In Liberty,
Texas Spitfire
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"War gives the right
to the conquerors
to impose
any condition they
please upon the
vanquished."
- Julius Caesar
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TEN TIPS ON HOW TO LIVE IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER
[Ed. Note: I received this in an email. Author Unknown.]

1. WATCH LOTS OF TELEVISION. Television pleasantly sublimates the primitive
human defense mechanism that can get you in trouble.
2. AVOID TALKING ABOUT RELIGION OR POLITICS. No matter how innocuous
your speech may be, it could be misinterpreted and recorded in your Government Personal Thought Dossier.
3. IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. Use of one's Christian or Family name may be perceived as prideful individualism... a class B. felony..

"No person was ever
honored for what he
received.
Honor has been the
reward for what he
gave."
- Calvin Coolidge

4. PUBLICLY DISOWN FAMILY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS WHO HAVE BEEN
COERCIVELY ENROLLED IN RE-EDUCATION CENTERS. NWO Rules of Justice provide for expeditious prosecution and conviction of Guilt by association.
5. VOTE CORRECTLY. The new fax, phone, and email balloting system is carefully
monitored by Elections Security Police (ESP) to identify potential dissidents and enemies of the world. Avoid voting for mavericks, most of who are sponsored and financed by the World Government Opportunities Agency (WGOA) to bring malcontents out into the open. To assure minimal risk when voting, cast your ballots for incumbents having an A-1 rating by the ADL.
6. ATTEND ALL POLITICALLY CORRECT RALLIES AND PATRIOTIC FUNCTIONS IN YOUR AREA. To obtain additional merit points, carry a sign, which derides viewpoints held by Constitutionalists, Patriot Groups, Fundamentalist Christians
and other bigots.

"Whoever has
an army has power,
and war decides
everything."
- Mao Tse Tung

"The world has
achieved brilliance
without conscience.
Ours is a world of
nuclear giants and
ethical infants."
Gen. Omar Bradley

7. MEMORIZE THE OPINIONS OF THE NWO LEADERS AND TELEVISION
ANCHOR PERSONS. Reiterate them as if they were your own during all-social and
business conversations.
8. ATHEISM IS THE SAFEST POLICY. But affiliations with State Approved religious organizations are permitted, and may be a rich field for business contacts.
9. BE AMONG THE FIRST IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TO TURN IN YOUR
SPORTING RIFLES WHEN THE UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSAL PLOWSHARES ACT GOES INTO EFFECT. You will be well fed under the terms of the
Social Pan-Agriculture And Wildlife Protection Program. Hunting will be unnecessary
and possession of any firearm of any description after the effective date of UPA will
constitute the capital offense of Aggravated Intent to Commit Homicide, a class A felony.
10. WILLINGLY AND HAPPILY SURRENDER YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS.
Participate enthusiastically in the new OBE, Goals 2000, and School to Work Program, and realize the honor associated with being a breeder and care taker of the first
generation to serve the masters of the New World Order.
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Our Mission
The Patriot Perspective was created to offer information, education and commentary for those
Americans who have recognized that America is not following the original intent of our founders.
The “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness”, enumerated by the Constitution, are
“inalienable” rights given by God and have always existed. The definition of “inalienable rights”
used in our Declaration of Independence means:
"Rights which can never be abridged because they are so fundamental"
- Black's Law Dictionary 6th Edition
Our Rights are given to us by a higher authority than the ”state” The state can only grant privileges
(licenses). What the state grants, the state can take away. Are you willing to submit to ore state control so you can live with the illusion of safety? It is YOUR choice.
All rights reserved.
All copyrighted work within this newsletter is distributed under fair use without profit or payment to
those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for nonprofit research and
educational purposes only. [Ref: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml ] Under Common Law,
all rights belong to the creator. The above disclaimer is placed here for those who prefer to deal in statutory, rather than common law venues.
Readers understand and agree to our Disclaimer:
All representations of the law and quoted sources are accurate and complete to the best for our ability.
We make no claims as to how the courts may interpret the “Rule of Law” or the Constitution of the
united States .

Special Note to Our Readers
The Patriot Perspective newsletter is produced by Texas Spitfire Productions, which has been in
existence since 2001. All rights are reserved. Authors are responsible for their views and the content
of their articles. We do not edit articles except for spelling and grammatical errors where found. All
work is presumed copyrighted by the submitting author. As always, we are seeking contributors. If
you would like to submit an article or if you have an idea or suggestion, please send an email to the
address below. If you received this newsletter from a friend or the website and would like to subscribe, send an email with “Subscribe” in the subject line to the email address below. The original
subscribers list was lost due to a computer crash.
Please submit all articles or comments to:

Texas Spitfire Productions
c/o 1431 Wirt Rd, #123
Houston, republic of Texas uSA
Non-Domestic [77055 TDC]
patriot_perspective@myway.com
http://patriot_perspective.latest-info.com
http://www.realtruth.biz/patriotperspective
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